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Tan Shing Kwan, 27, Analyst
Stacey Wee, 25, Account Manager
How did you two meet?
Shing Kwan (SK): I first saw her at
our University’s orientation camp. She
seemed rather shy at first but I realised
that she was actually really interesting
and intelligent.
Stacey (S): We met at an orientation
camp at University where he was a
facilitator. I thought he was quite an
enthusiastic person and never imagined
myself with him.
Name three things that your partner
owns that you would either toss, take
or treasure.
SK: Well, I would help her toss out
the old furniture in her room because
she would love for me to do that. I
would take her pet rabbit because I
continuously maintain that I would
take better care of it (laughs). And I
definitely treasure her above all her
material possessions!
S: Toss this pair of overalls he owns,
take his denim shirt and treasure his
cap (laughs).
How do you plan to spend this
Valentine’s Day?
SK: We’ll probably spend it the way we
spend any other day — enjoying each
other’s company.
S: We’re not big on Valentine’s Day as
we believe that time spent together
should always be treasured.
What’s your philosophy on love
and relationships?
SK: It really is a journey of selfdiscovery. Being in a relationship helps
you to discover and understand yourself
in relation to the person you love. It’s
okay to be unsure about certain things.
As long as each of you can help better
the other, that is reason enough for you
to believe in the relationship.
S: I believe that the person you love is
also someone who should bring out the
best in you and elicit your respect.
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On Him: chambray
shirt and camel
chinos from Esprit;
brown leather shoes
from Pedro
On Her: tulip dress
from TIBAEG
(Society A); pink
platform heels from
Pedro; pendant
necklace from Esprit;
bangles from Mango
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On Her: yellow
top and stripe skirt
are stylist’s own;
necklace and bangles
from Mango; denim
platforms from
Charles & Keith
On Him: navy shirt
and khaki chinos from
Esprit; blue shoes
from Pedro

A WHOLE LATTE LOVE CAN
HAPPEN WHEN TWO PEOPLE
BOND OVER CAKES AND
COFFEE. TAKE PART IN OUR
QUIZ AND STAND TO WIN A
BAG OF AWARD-WINNING
CAFÉDIRECT TARRAZU TERROIR
ROAST & GROUND COFFEE,
MADE FROM 100 PERCENT
ARABICA BEANS AND GROWN
IN THE TARRAZU REGION OF
COSTA RICA!

Readers’ Quiz
Read Duet, then go online to take this quiz,
and stand to win a bag of award-winning
gourmet coffee!

1

According to a scientific study, people are
attracted to a sense of humour because of its
association with:
A) Animals
B) Romantic comedy
C) Sociability

2

How many levels does Potato Head Folk occupy?
A) 2
B) 3
C) 4

3

Based on science, a person’s romantic behaviour
is dictated by their:
A) Attachment style
B) Physical appearance
C) Love for food

4

What is the Istanbul-inspired restaurant in
Tanjong Pagar called?
A) The Little Prince
B) The Fat Prince
C) The Crown Prince

5

Which country is Cafédirect Tarrazu Terroir
Roast & Ground Coffee produced in?
A) Guatemala
B) Ethiopia
C) Costa Rica

How to participate in Duet’s quiz:
Head to www.duetsg.com/contest

Closing date: 1 Mar 2017

Submit your answers online

Check your e-mail to see if you won!

QUIZ RESULTS (OCT—DEC 2016)
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR FIVE LUCKY WINNERS! YOU’VE EACH WON A SET OF ARTISANAL FRAGRANCES BY SIX

EDMUND LIM
SXXXXXX6D

TAN YEOW GUAN
SXXXXXX6Z

TAN GUAN YIH
SXXXXXX2B

KONG XIN PENG
SXXXXXX8A

SHERYL
SXXXXXX6I

Novus Asia will contact all winners via e-mail.

*This quiz is open only to Duet readers who are in SDN’s database. To be part of SDN’s wide network, sign up at www.sdn.sg and enjoy access to
information, events, dating resources and other online functions. Other terms and conditions apply (visit duetsg.com/T&Cs for the full details).
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HEART TRUTHS

LOVE IS
IN THE
AIR STARS

First-born, middle child or baby of the family?
The order in which you are born may influence
your relationships in more ways than one
By Rachael Goh

EVER HEARD THAT OLD WIVES’
tale about how your birthdate could
determine your destiny? As superstitious
as it sounds, when it comes to romance,
this geomancy may actually be truer
than fiction. According to studies by
psychologists, the order in which a person
is born is closely tied to their personality.
And this cultivated personality may in turn
influence their romantic relationships.
Personality traits are swayed by a
number of life experiences, including
parental attention, responsibilities and
social learning. To test if people with
similar birth orders do indeed possess
similar personality traits, psychologists
Emily McGuirk and Terry Pettijohn II
carried out a controlled experiment with
100 test subjects. The study found that
83 percent of people were attracted to a
partner of the same birth order because
they had similar personalities.
But will dating someone of the
same birth order be a deciding factor
for true love? Not always, according to
psychologist Linda Blair in her book, Birth
Order: What Your Position In The Family
Really Tells You About Your Character.
Check out her findings below:

Firstborn and Middle Child

Firstborns tend to be natural leaders,
perhaps due to the need to assume
greater responsibility early on in life.
Conversely, middle children are usually
04
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problem solvers as they are often positioned
as the mediator between their older and
younger siblings. A relationship between these
two types could help to balance the values of
negotiation and compromise.

Firstborn and the Youngest

The relationship will probably be well
balanced because the firstborn’s sense of
responsibility will help to keep the other
person in check. Meanwhile, the partner who
is youngest in his or her family will be able to
inject some fun and relaxation into their other
half’s life.

Firstborn and Only child

An only child usually takes a little more
time to pick up on emotional cues. This is due
in large part to their having led an independent
lifestyle. Results show that there might be
instances of slight misunderstanding since
firstborns tend to be more private with their
feelings. Adequate communication between
both would result in a healthier relationship.

Middle Child and the Youngest

The youngest in the family tends to
be a little more free-spirited and carefree
and will likely influence middle children by
injecting some spontaneity in their lives. Since
the middle child often has a stronger sense
of structure, with some level of negotiation
both individuals will be able to share a fun
relationship without veering too far from the
straight and narrow.

Can’t Buy
Me Love
When it comes to romantic
gifts, it’s the thought that
counts, not the $$ value

My Funny Valentine
First comes laughter, then comes love, say researchers
who have discovered a link between humour and romance

THERE IS A REASON WHY
the Muttons — Justin Ang and
Vernon A — can brighten a dreary
Monday morning with their laugh
out loud talkshow. Similarly, in
modern day comedies, it is hard
to resist the comedic charms of
the likes of Andy Samberg or
Adam Brody.
And it all boils down to one
element — humour. Researchers
have found a clear correlation
between humour and romantic
attraction. So if you are looking for
love this Valentine’s Day, it’s time to
ditch your pick-up lines and brush
up on your punchlines!
In a social experiment
conducted by psychology expert
Nicolas Guéguen, men with a sense
of humour were 27.5 percent more
likely to obtain a love interest’s
telephone number. His research
also concluded that the men
surveyed were more attracted to
women who appreciated a good
sense of humour.
But what is it about humour that
attracts one individual to another?
University of Kansas professor
Jeffrey Hall presents three possible
reasons why humour is so integral
to the success of a romance.

1

A Sociable and
Agreeable Personality
The ability to joke with
another is perceived as a sign
of extroversion. The funnier
you are, the more at ease your
counterpart feels and the
more comfortable they will
be in striking up a relationship
with you.

2

A Measure of
Attractiveness
Humour is often a signalling
system to gauge how
attracted someone might be
to you. Ever find someone
cracking a string of jokes
while asking you out for
coffee? Chances are that
he or she might be testing
the water.

3

Humour + Positivity =
Healthy Relationship
Sharing positive emotions like
humour and merriment hints
at a healthy relationship, which
individuals subconsciously
pick up on. After all, who
doesn’t want a partner who
can promise them laughter
and romance?

ROMANTICS REJOICE —
Valentine’s Day is finally here! But
when it comes to romantic gifts, is
a bigger gift always better? Studies
show evidence to the contrary.
Research by the University
of Utah found that relationships
that are more dependent on the
exchange of expensive gifts
might actually threaten to destroy
the notion of romantic love
between couples.
So, what exactly equates to love
and how do we show that special
someone that we go together like
Kim and Kanye?
The value of a gift lies not in its
monetary worth but in its appeal
to the recipient. Whether it’s a
handmade bouquet or a diamond,
choose a gift that the person will
appreciate. Of course, if your
Valentine appreciates some bling,
there is no harm in splurging a little
in the name of love. Just steer clear
of equating economic value to the
recipient’s appreciation.
“Used well, gifts can make a new
connection, deepen an existing
one, or reaffirm a romance,” says
University of Illinois professor
Harry Liebersohn. Now, imagine
the consequences of a poorly
thought-out gift — we’d rather
not go there.
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Connecting
Online & Offline

FABRIQUE SPECIALISES
IN CREATING INSPIRING
CONNECTIONS THROUGH
A FULLY INTEGRATED
SUITE OF EXCITING
EVENTS AND BESPOKE
MATCHING SERVICES.

06
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Malcolm Wong of local agency Fabrique weighs in on
the importance of marrying offline social activities
with online platforms to establish deep and relevant
connections in today’s tech-savvy society

ARE YOU TIRED OF SWIPING
your heart out on dating apps only
to be reciprocated with superficial or
incongruous matches? Or are blind
dates becoming more of a bane than a
boon to your love life?
While new dating apps are
constantly popping up on the scene,
complementary matches remain few
and far between. Meanwhile, dating
agencies still have to contend with
the stigma attached to matchmaking
services. So where does that leave the
modern day individual in their search
for love? Have successful romances
become the Loch Ness Monster
of relationships?
Crossing Borders
Local dating agency Fabrique believes
that there is still hope for romance in
today’s fast-paced and increasingly
disconnected society, albeit a more
modern kind of love. Malcolm Wong,
Director of Fabrique, believes that
understanding his clientele and their
needs will help to make complementary
matches. “We believe in understanding
each and every one of our clients
and their individual needs first before
advising them,” he said.
And that means branching out
onto online platforms to keep up with
a digitised society. “Growing with our
clients allows us to understand the
changing needs and aspirations of the
population. This includes the exciting
technological changes around us,”
Malcolm said.
This crossover from a traditional
pre-internet agency to an online
social agency is a move that Fabrique
hopes will create a more “seamless
dating experience”. For now, interested
parties can log onto their website
for membership applications and a
comprehensive summary of events.
Moving forward, the agency also has
plans to expand onto a mobile app.
However, Malcolm stressed the
importance of finding a balance
between modern day technology and

time-served expertise. “No matter how
tech-savvy we are or how intelligent our
dating algorithm, nothing can compare
or prepare you for the real physical
element of meeting face-to-face.”
Reinventing the Wheel
Fabrique was formerly known as
Champagne SG. Established in 2010,
Champagne SG was a renowned local
agency that specialised in connecting
singles through a suite of dating
experiences. The rebranding is part
of an effort to appeal to an evolving
demographic that moves at a much
quicker pace.
“Singapore has changed so much
just over the past few years,” Malcolm
said. “We want to inspire connections
among people, which means keeping
in mind the hectic lifestyles, stress
and social expectations of the
modern Singaporean.”
The Love Equation
While Fabrique intends to tap on its
past years of experience, it believes
that every client merits a different
approach. “While we do rely on
systems in our matching process, we’ve
learnt that there’s no single winning
formula when it comes to equations of
love,” Malcolm said. This reinforces the
agency’s core approach, which involves
understanding each and every client’s
needs before offering dating advice
and expertise.
The agency is also keeping the
dating game fresh by organising
fun and out-of-the-box events that
cater to different personalities and
interests. Some of these include afterhour socials, nature treks and craft
workshops, to name a few.
Through a suite of bespoke social
events and matches, Fabrique hopes to
spark special, long-lasting connections.
“Most of our clients are looking for
a life partner. Most do hope to find
meaningful and serious relationships
and our rate of success has been pretty
good!” he added.
JAN–MAR 2 01 7 / DUE T
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I N YO U R ‘ H O O D

TANJONG
PAGAR

With an enclave of snazzy
new bars and dining gems,
get transported to the coolest
quarters of the world without
ever leaving our shores
By Rachael Goh

THE NEW YEAR HAS ANNOUNCED ITS
arrival and with it comes the age-old slew of lofty
goals. Better decisions, better experiences, a better
you. But before you can renege on your New Year
resolutions, make time for better experiences with
just one MRT train ride. If adventure and spontaneity
are on your list for 2017, the one district to visit is
Tanjong Pagar.
While remaining the obvious haunt of whitecollar and media types in the central business district
(CBD), it has also blossomed into more than just an
after-hours watering hole. Brimming with snazzy new
bars, exotic up-and-coming eateries and the latest
nightlife events, this cultural enclave will allow you
and your partner to take a journey around the world
in less than 80 hours, without the need for a plane
ride or passport.
Gastronomania
Tucked away in an unsuspecting corner of Tanjong
Pagar near the Red Dot Design Museum is Fat

08
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A. Tanjong Pagar: It’s
all buzz and romance in
this neighbourhood
B. Shophouses:
Architectural ideas
for your future
home, perhaps?
C. Sri Mariamman
Temple: Singapore’s
oldest Hindu temple

Prince. Fondly referred to as a “cafékebabery”, the bar combines craft
cocktails with Middle Eastern fare in
a luxe Arabesque setting, reminiscent
of Istanbul’s artsy Karakoy quarter.
Choose from a list of traditional
Turkish dishes with a modern twist
– think duck-fat hummus and tacosized kebabs — for a Sultan-era feast
straight out of the Ottoman Empire.
For a cure to your beach side
blues, head over to Keong Saik Road
for Potato Head Folk, a three-storey
wine-and-dine outlet with a rooftop
tiki bar. Toast the New Year with a
delicious tipple in hand while soaking
in the laidback, tropical atmosphere.
And if you and your date are looking
for a more casual dining affair, swing
by Park Bench Deli on Telok Ayer
Street. Its menu is a spin on classic

American sandwiches, with hoagies
like the Vietnamese-inspired kong bak
banh mi and fried chicken sandwich.
Off the Beaten Path
It’s not all wining and dining at Tanjong
Pagar, though. There are also activities
to bring out the adventurous side in
you and your partner. Want to put
your thinking skills and teamwork to
the test? Then get caught at Trapped,
a horror-themed escape room that
will force you to put on your thinking
caps and work together to break
free. Choose between two themes —
Hostel or Alice in Wonderland — and
get ready to solve puzzles without the
help of Dr Google. That’s right, mobile
phones are not allowed here.
Creative souls can also wander off
the beaten track and into the industrial

Tanjong Pagar Distripark for a taste
of Southeast Asian art. Don’t be
fooled by its factory-like appearance
— the warehouse opens up into five
vast galleries filled with colourful,
indigenous art pieces.
Heritage Trails
Amoy Street, Pekin Street and Telok
Ayer Street are renowned today for
their vibrant mix of eateries and shops.
But they were once the stronghold of
Hokkien immigrants who sailed from
the Fujian province of China hoping
to carve a life for themselves on our
shores. Take a trip with your partner
down memory lane and visit some of
Singapore’s oldest Hokkien temples,
which include the Thian Hock Keng
temple, one of Singapore’s most
majestic Chinese temples to date.
JAN–MAR 2 01 7 / DUE T
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A WALK
FOR
TWO

Savour the exciting ﬂavours and cultures
within central Singapore by taking a walk
through Tanjong Pagar with your partner
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Surrounded by fauna and fairy lights,
it’s hard not to imagine yourself in a tropical
retreat when you are at the Rooftop, sipping
on some tiki-inspired cocktails. Open from
5pm to midnight every day, except Mondays,
this bar is definitely a must-visit for an idyllic
evening out. Did we mention that they have
tea-infused tipples on the menu, too?
Address: 36 Keong Saik Road, S(089143)
Website: www.ptthead.com
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Address: 3 Boon Tat St, Singapore 069612
Website: www.nparks.gov.sg
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TELOK AYER GREEN

Relive Singapore’s history in this pocket park,
between Amoy Street and Telok Ayer Street.
Not only does it serve as a retreat from the
hustle and bustle of the CBD, it also holds
the key to Singapore’s history as a naval port.

TANJONG
PAGAR

FREEHOUSE

FU LIN BAR & KITCHEN

Ascend the stairway to beer bliss, located
on the second level of a shophouse at Boon
Tat Street. As its name states, Freehouse is
not tied to just one brewery. Rather, it offers
16 beers on demand at any given time. Settle
into the bar’s cosy furniture and prepare to
knock back some sensational brews with the
right company.

Fried Yong Tau Fu by day, tapas by night.
This two-in-one eatery was born out of a
hawker stall in Telok Ayer and now serves up
noodles and yong tau fu for lunch and small
plates in the evenings. Tuck into fusion dishes
like bacon bak gwa, camembert toast and
Dali’s pork feet, which come as sharing plates,
perfect for a two-person party.

Address:21 Boon Tat St, S(069620)
Website: www.freehouse.com.sg

Address: 127 Telok Ayer St, S(068596)
Website: www.facebook.com/fulinbarandkitchen

TIPS FROM CITY DWELLERS
FAT

PRINCE

Tucked away on Peck Seah Street is
Fat Prince, a Turkish restaurant that boasts
dark wood panels, brass elements and
sparkling lighting. Whisk your date away
to the mystical land of Istanbul, where you
can pick from 10 types of kebabs and an
array of modern fusion Turkish dishes.
Address: 48 Peck Seah St #01-01, S(079317)
Website: www.fatprincesg.com

1

TRANSPORTATION
Stick to the MRT
because the CBD is
often crawling with
traﬃc. Chinatown,
Outram and Tanjong
Pagar MRT stations
are easily accessible
from the area’s best
bars and restaurants.

2

AVOID THE CROWD
If you want to skip the
crowds, avoid visiting
on the weekdays when
it turns into a business
hub. The area is usually
less inundated with
CBD types on the
weekends, making it
ideal for date night.

3

WORRY-FREE FUN
IN THE SUN
The area oﬀers
little shade and
plenty of open
spaces. If you prefer
daytime adventures,
remember to dress
light and slap on
some sunscreen.

JAN–MAR 2 01 7 / DUET
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MASS APPEAL

BOOK

By Rachael Goh

Attached?
Dependency is not a bad word, it’s just science
by Amir Levine and Rachel S. F. Heller

EVER FEEL LIKE YOUR FRIENDS
are much better equipped to handle
relationships than you are? It can be as
frustrating as watching Forrest Gump’s
charmed life — life is not a box of
darn chocolates — while you struggle
in love like Lieutenant Dan. But all is
not lost, according to psychiatrist
Dr Amir Levine and neuro-scientist
Rachel S.F. Heller
In their book Attached – The New
Science of Adult Attachment and How
It Can Help You Find — and Keep —
Love, the authors dispel the notion of
romantic behaviour as illogical and
downright crazy. Rather, Levine and
Heller map out a strong correlation
between romantic behaviour and
attachment styles, backed up by
years of scientific studies. Contrary to
popular belief that people should be
emotionally self-sufficient, they argue
that attachment is an integral part of
human behaviour.
The D Word in Your DNA
The Attached authors refer to a study
conducted by the University of Virginia
about how social relationships regulate
emotional responses. In this experiment,
married women were told that they
would receive a very mild electric shock

FIVE PRINCIPLES
OF EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
COULD HELP
EASE YOUR
RELATIONSHIP
WOES

12

1.

2.

The Personality Test
While attachment is in our genetic
make-up, there are different attachment
styles that ultimately dictate how
you might react in a relationship. To
demonstrate, Levine and Heller include
a personality quiz in the book to help
readers assess their attachment type:
anxious, avoidant or secure.
Anxious types crave intimacy and
closeness but have insecurities about
the outcome of a relationship. Avoidant
individuals value their independence
and freedom more than the relationship
and may feel uncomfortable when
things become too intimate. Those
who are comfortable with intimacy
and are in relationships have a secure
attachment style.
while researchers scanned their brains
with MRI technology.
Researchers were able to detect high
stress levels in these women. When
the same experiment was carried out
on women who were told to hold on
to a stranger’s hand, their stress levels
dipped. This research concluded that
people require the presence of another
to maintain more stable psychological
and emotional states.

WEAR YOUR HEART ON
YOUR SLEEVE. Be emotionally
brave and honest about your
feelings at all times.
FOCUS ON YOUR NEEDS.
Express your needs while
taking your partner’s well
being into consideration. Use
verbs such as need, feel and
want, which focus on your

DUET / JAN– MAR 2 017

3.

4.

Cracking the Code
Despite the myriad attachment
styles, Levine and Heller stress that
a successful relationship is not out of
reach. Ultimately, open communication
is what matters. Fret not, if you find
that you and your partner have vastly
different attachment styles!
Get it: Attached: The New Science of Adult
Attachment and How It Can Help You Find — and
Keep — Love is available at all good bookstores

relationship goals rather than
your partner’s shortcomings.
BE SPECIFIC. Being ambiguous
may lead to misunderstandings
and frustration. State precisely
what is bothering you.
DON’T BLAME. Never make
your partner feel inadequate or
incompetent. Discuss the issues
at hand calmly and refrain from

5.

doing so when you are on the
verge of exploding.
BE ASSERTIVE AND
UNAPOLOGETIC. Your needs
in a relationship are valid. It
is important to express them
honestly in order to help
your partner understand how
essential your relationship
needs are.

V
P

TECHNOLOGY

Four Apps

for Any Romantic
this Valentine’s Day

1

3

Available on: Android and iOS, Free
Duet Rating: 4/5
Get it: www.lunchclick.co

2

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
SACRIFICED SOMETHING IN THE
NAME OF LOVE AND WAS IT
WORTH IT?

“I’m not big on romantic gestures but I
once gave an ex my dinner because she
complained that she was starving. I’m
not sure if it was worth it but the joy in
her eyes sure reaffirmed my actions!”
— JORDAN SNG, 24

BETWEEN
While we want to help singles find the
perfect match this Valentine’s Day,
what about those who are already
coupled up? This app is perfect for
couples that want to stay connected. Let
your partner know that you are thinking
about them by tapping on a heart button
or source for date ideas just by scrolling
through this app. There is also a
personalised space where you can share
your best snaps from a memorable day.

LUNCHCLICK
Forget stilted online chatter,
LunchClick is a dating app that hopes
to take romance offline. In a departure
from conventional online dating, users
do not engage in small talk via an in-app
chat. Rather, they take turns asking
questions that touch on interests and
aspirations. Singles who express a
mutual interest to meet after the Q&A
can then arrange a date.

O

X
P

“I once dated a boy who was too
uncomfortable to introduce me to his
friends. I often had to wait for him at
a nearby café, which troubled me. It
might not have been worth it but I still
enjoyed my time with him.”
— LISBETH YEN, 25

Available on: Android and iOS, Free
Duet Rating: 4/5
Get it: https://between.us/

4

“I regularly sacrifice my taste buds at
the expense of a girlfriend who likes
to cook but isn’t all that good at it.
Definitely worth it though because of
all the effort she puts into her cooking.”
— RICHARD GEOK, 25

GIFTAGRAM
If you’re looking to ask someone out
this Valentine’s Day or already have a
date, simply flip through a catalogue of
gifts and send them the ideal present
with the tap of a finger. A hassle-free
gifting method that allows you to add a
personal touch — what more could we
ask for?

LOVE FLUTTER
No more judging a book by its cover,
this app brings people together
through their quirks and quarks. Each
user uploads a snippet of interesting
trivia about themselves, which is
superimposed over a blurry photograph.
The photograph is only revealed when
an interested party holds onto it.

Available on: Android and iOS, Free
Duet Rating: 4/5
Get it: www.giftagram.com

Available on: Android and iOS, Free
Duet Rating: 4.5/5
Get it: www.loveflutter.com

“Nothing turns me off like someone
who doesn’t share my taste in music.
I once dated a guy who listened to
everything I wouldn’t. That said, I
would still tune in to his favourite radio
station sometimes. I can’t say it was
worth my time because it eventually
caused our break up.”
— ASHLEY WONG, 28
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M E E T. . .

compromise and a passionate shared
love for food trails.
“We keep things interesting by
looking for new places to eat. Our
favourite dish is ice cream and we
recently tried Baked Alaska, which we
absolutely love!”

Gian Yong Yee
and Yeo Tze Kee
How did an elevator ride set the stage for a budding romance? Duet
goes behind the scenes of this inspiring love story of Gian Yong Yee
and Yeo Tze Kee’s journey to romantic bliss
By Rachael Goh

“IT TOOK ME A LONG TIME
BUT I FINALLY FOUND HER”.
For Gian Yong Yee, 32, it was love
at first sight. “I sensed a connection
from the very first moment we met,”
he says. The couple who first met in
February 2015 were introduced at local
dating agency CompleteMe’s Dating
Fest Finale Party. And while many of
us might jump to the conclusion that
the rest is history, the road to their
relationship was a little more protracted.
Yeo Tze Kee, 26, is a person with
great attention to detail. Unlike Yong
Yee, it took a while for her to warm up
to him and consider the possibility of
a relationship. “To me, it’s important to
get to know and understand a person
before progressing into a relationship,”
says Tze Kee. Yong Yee’s winning
display of commitment, selflessness and
patience eventually won her over.
Elevator Love Letter
The couple’s first interaction was at
the Dating Fest Finale Party, where
14
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they were assigned to the same table.
No stranger to dating events, Yong
Yee initiated a conversation with Tze
Kee who was new to the scene. After
the event, they bumped into each
other again in the elevator. Much like
a sequence out of a romantic comedy,
Yong Yee offered to share a cab with
Tze Kee since it was getting late. This
act of bravery and concern set the stage
for their romance, with Tze Kee agreeing
to a date while on the way home. “He
suggested that we meet after work. I
was surprised that he remembered that I
work on weekends,” she quips.
Yong Yee adds that the immediate
spark he felt motivated him to jump at
the opportunity. “Since she agreed to
share a cab, I thought that I would pluck
up the courage to ask her out and see
how it progressed from there.”
Little over a month later, both
decided to embark on a relationship.
And they have not looked back. The
professed foodies attribute the success
of their relationship to patience,

Patience, Lovebug
The now-engaged couple say that
marriage was not instantly on the cards.
Much like the cautious person that she
is, Tze Kee only entertained the thought
after observing Yong Yee’s character
towards her and her parents. Attesting
to his winsome personality, she says
that he was deeply committed to their
relationship and consistently made an
effort to understand her and treat her
family well. “ I knew after six months that
I wanted to spend the rest of my life
with him,” she adds.
Meanwhile, Yong Yee says that time
spent together reaffirmed his earlier
belief that they were the perfect match
and that he was staring at his life partner.
Both admit that each relationship comes
with its own set of challenges.
They say, that for their relationship,
patience is key to finding love. They
stress that love might not always
blossom at the very first dating event
you attend or at first glance. “It might
not be easy to find a potential match
after one or two dating events but
don’t give up; keep trying. It took me a
long time but I finally found my perfect
match,” Yong Yee says, bashfully.
“Give yourself some time — maybe
three to four dates — before deciding if
you want to pursue a relationship with
the other person. Who knows? They
just might reveal something about
themselves that might make you decide
they are worth your time,” adds Tze Kee.

CALLING
COMMITTED
COUPLES!

If you found your soulmate through
SDNTrust-accredited agencies, or know of
anyone who did, email us at msf_sdn@msf.
gov.sg (Subject: SDN Success Story). You
could win $150 worth of shopping vouchers
if your story is featured.

M E E T. . .

ANDREW

& VANESSA

Actors Andrew Lua and Vanessa Vanderstraaten
dish on their Valentine traditions, love for food
and each other

Photo Credit: Joel Low Photography

By Rachael Goh

It’s been about four years since you got together.
How do you both keep the spark alive?
A: A lot of hard work goes into the relationship. Being
honest and talking through difficult conversations,
managing our differences, not being distracted by the
routine of being in a relationship and making a conscious
effort to reconnect with each other.
V: Laughter, I think? We laugh. A lot. If I’ve learnt
anything these past four years, it is that a happy, functional
relationship requires consistent effort.
An acting career must be incredibly hectic. How do
you balance romance and career?
A: We may not see each other every day but we make
choices. We choose to have our own space, or to have that
late night teh-o session at the coffeeshop together. We are
each other’s ground zero.
V: It definitely helps to be dating someone in the industry
because we understand the nature of filming schedules
and sometimes the work involved, too. When we get
days off we make each other a priority. Often, we’ll try to
schedule our personal errands when the other is busy.

Photo Credit: Daniel Ho Photography

Do you have any surprises planned for
Valentine’s Day?
A: We actually don’t really celebrate Valentine’s Day. The
day doesn’t make it special, the company does.
V: The chances of us working on Valentine’s Day is pretty
high! Neither of us is big on Valentine’s Day but the current
tradition is to stay in and cook a meal together. It’s not
fancy or extravagant and I couldn’t be happier.
We have heard that you are both foodies and would
like to put your love to the test. What food can’t the
other resist?
A: She loves her usual comfort food like corned beef and
chicken rice. I’m quite an adventurer so I have introduced
new flavours to her palate, which she has grown to love —
wagyu beef for a start. She does crave crab occasionally so
maybe we’ll have that for Valentine’s.
(Vanessa’s answer: Chicken rice; Score: 1/1)
V: He really likes wagyu beef and good quality Japanese
cuisine. He’s also one of those weirdos who enjoys extreme
cuisine like insects, puffer fish and live octopus.
(Andrew’s answer: Extreme foods; Score: 1/1)
Follow Andrew and Vanessa on a foodie trail as they share their
favourite food spots at: www.duetsg.com
JAN–MAR 2 01 7 / DUE T
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THE MAKEOVER

'70s
REVIVAL
IT MAY BE THE START OF 2017 BUT '70S
revival is swinging back in style — and it looks set
to stay for quite some time! From breezy bohemian
numbers to suave silhouettes, what better way to
pay tribute to the decade that trends forgot than
with a modern twist in the 21st century?
While many have hailed the 1970s as a carefree
time in history where fashion tastes were as wide as
they were eclectic, it is also saw the rise of a great
many fashion icons. Folk singer Joni Mitchell and
fashion designer Laura Ashley were proponents of
hippie chic and Edwardian-style dresses while soul
musician Marvin Gaye rang in the louche, cocktaillounge ready style that marked him as one of the
era’s major style icons.
This New Year, lest we forget, add a little '70s
flair and flare to your modern day outfits for a
dreamy soul train revival.

16
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OUTFIT #1

On Hilmi: navy tartan shirt and

denim jeans from Esprit;
grey shoes from Pedro
On Charmain: orange blouse
from Crayon; side ruffle
shorts from TIBAEG (Society A);
neckerchief from Zara; beige heels
and bangles are stylist own

Written by Rachael Goh
Art Direction by Cherlin Chan
Styling, Make-up/Hair, Photography
by A Pixels Photography Pte Ltd
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OUTFIT #2

On Hilmi: gingham shirt and khaki chinos
from Esprit; grey shoes from Pedro

On Charmain: Narcis dress from TIBAEG
(Society A); beige heels are stylist own

Muhammad Hilmi, 25, Paramedic
I enjoy going out for walks and
spending my free time eating with
friends. You will mostly find me in the
gym, too, or at home babysitting my
nephew and niece.
Qualities in a Partner:
Finding a partner is a very subjective
process. Everyone has an ideal vision
of what the perfect partner is. For me,
I’m drawn to someone who is pretty
and intelligent.
A Word for Other
Singles Out There:
Don’t rush into a relationship. And
every time you face heartbreak, get
back up and treat each experience
as a lesson. If you are going on a first
date, opt for something a little more
personal than going to the cinema.

18
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Charmain Lim, 28,
Account Executive
I spend most of my free time with
friends. But I also treasure quality time
alone as it refreshes my mind and
gives me time to recharge. I usually
spend my alone time catching up on
drama shows.
Qualities in a Partner:
A sense of humour is important. I
enjoy being around someone who
can make me laugh and cheer up my
day. Prioritising one’s time is also vital
to a healthy relationship. I appreciate
someone who can give me his
undivided attention.
A Word for Other
Singles Out There:
Go out there, make friends and
always remember that the right
person will see the best in you.

OUTFIT #3

Pink Shirt
from H&M
Drop Shoulder
Blouse from Mango

Bangles are
stylist’s own

High Waist
Printed Shorts
from Lie
(Society A)

Grey Shoes
from Pedro

White
Shorts from
H&M

Beige heels are
stylist’s own

BEFORE THE MAKEOVER...
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The Verdict

The Dinner Date
Proudly sponsored by Potato Head Folk

TALK ABOUT EYE CANDY.
Potato Head Folk is the fourlevel bar that sits squarely in the
middle of Keong Saik Road and
is every hipster’s dream come
true. Occupying an iconic prewar shophouse, the bar boasts
an international menu alongside
a kaleidoscope of aesthetic
personalities.
On the first floor is a takeaway
counter for its main dining area,
Three Buns. For a tipple or two,
hit the third and fourth floor, which
comprise a cocktail club and rooftop
bar. Studio 1939 is the baroque
cocktail den decked out in vintage
furnishings and fantastical knickknacks — think sailor boys, pineapple
jars and clowns. The Rooftop is a
fun tiki bar that serves up tropical

cocktails and barbecue for the
post-work crowd. The key attraction
for Duet was its main dining space.
Located on the second floor, Three
Buns is a burger concept by Chef
Adam Penny and offers mouthwatering recipes from London.
For those who relish an extra
spicy kick, the Burning Man burger
hits the mark. This 150g prime beef
patty has a generous slather of
roasted jalapeno dressing. Or for
a twist, order the Rambo burger,
which features Mediterranean
influences. Sink your teeth into a
120g lamb patty, feta and zesty
aubergine pickle slapped between
two lightly toasted wholemeal buns.
For its dream-like interior,
Potato Head Folk collaborated
with renowned Australian artist
David Bromley — known for his
semi-tropical and nature-inspired
paintings. The walls are painted
with butterflies, birds and figurines
of children, resembling a whimsical
world straight out of an Enid Blyton
book. With its quirky backdrop and
delicious fare, Three Buns is the
perfect hotspot for a casual dinner
date and some amazing Instagram
snaps. After all, what’s not to love
about good food, good vibes and
good service?

Address: 36 Keong Saik Road, Singapore 089143
Reservation Hotline: 6327 1939
Website: www.pttheadfolk.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PotatoHeadFolk
20
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How was the Makeover experience?
C: I had a great time! It was my first photoshoot and everyone made us feel very
comfortable.
H: I enjoyed the celebrity-style makeover
shoot, which made Charmain and I feel and
look flawless!
Was there any chemistry between the
both of you?
C: I was a little shy and awkward but we
managed to get along well as time went by.
H: Initially, it was a little awkward. But after
breaking the ice, we realised that we could
really connect with each other.
Was the restaurant date-friendly?
C: Yes! The food and interior were
whimsical and put us at ease.
H: Yes, it was! The setting was comfortable.
In three words, describe your date.
C: Sociable, funny and amusing.
H: Fun, interactive and engaging.
What’s the verdict:
C: I had a lovely time at the photo-shoot
and dinner! The company really helped.
H: I enjoyed the dinner date and
companionship!
Date rate:
C:
H:

UP
SIGN !
NOW

If you are single and interested in Duet’s
unique makeover and dating experience,
email a recent photograph of yourself and
your contact details to msf_sdn@msf.
gov.sg with the subject “Duet Makeover”.

ASK THE EXPERT

Unfinished
Business
Is trouble brewing in paradise?
Write in to Duet and we’ll
consult relationship experts
from SDNTrust-accredited
agencies on your behalf. In
this issue, find out how to deal
with the premature end of a
relationship and the challenges
of establishing a deep
connection with someone
Advice by GaiGai

Q1: I broke up with a guy a couple
of months ago. The breakup was
sudden and unexpected because he
was initially determined to marry me.
He attributed the breakup to various
pressures that were hitting him hard,
which had made him decide to be
single for the rest of his life. But just
three months after our breakup, he

met another girl and they embarked
on a relationship after knowing each
other for only two weeks.
He insists that he did not cheat on
me with her even though he has since
introduced the girl to his family. But
I find this hard to believe because he
kept telling me that he wanted to be
single, even after our breakup. How
can I move on without getting any
proper closure from this relationship?
A1: I understand how tough it must be
to wrap your head around this breakup
but you can and will get over this guy.
I think you already have the answers you
need for proper closure. First of all, he
seems to have made up his mind about
the breakup and has clearly moved on.
You don’t want to be in a relationship
with someone who decided he doesn’t
want to be in it with you. Secondly,
you deserve to be with someone who
commits to you.
I’m sure you still care for him,
but with time you will move on with
your emotions. Keep yourself busy,
surround yourself with friends and find
a new hobby. You will come to a point of

A SUBSIDIARY
OF PAKTOR,
GAIGAI OFFERS
MODERN
MATCHING
SERVICES
THROUGH
REASONABLY
PRICED
EVENTS AND
PERSONALISED
ONE-TO-ONE
SERVICES.

being at peace with the situation
and get the closure you need. You will
then have the freedom to find what
you really want and deserve in
a relationship.
Q2: I find it difficult to make a
connection with other people. Often,
a person will lose interest in me after
just a few dates and before they even
get to know me better. At this rate, I
feel like I will never be able to progress
to the next stage and get to know
someone on a deeper level. I think it
might be an issue with my personality.
If so, do I still have a chance at love?
Q3: I have a small social circle and
limited budget, which makes it difficult
to find a potential partner. How can I
find love?
Log on to: www.duetsg.com for answers to Q2
and Q3!
Worried about your relationship? Confused
by mixed signals? Not sure how to woo your
dream guy or girl? Email your questions to
msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg
JAN–MAR 2 01 7 / DUET
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I T ’ S A DAT E

January 2017
14 January, Saturday

14 January, Saturday

COFFEE APPRECIATION
WORKSHOP
There’s nothing like an aromatic cup of
coffee to wake you up to the New Year!
Trace the journey and process of coffee
making and learn how to make the perfect
brew alongside fellow coffee lovers.

14 January, Saturday

SUSHI CLASS
WITH PANDAS

Location: Bras Basah MRT
Time: 3.30–5pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 10 January
Group Size: 24–36
Price: $59 (price includes
discreet facilitation, secret
admiration and matching,
light bites and coffee)

You won’t get actual pandas here but you’ll
have the next best thing — panda maki
sushi rolls! Learn how to make maki rolls
that you can share with a new friend after
class. Itadakimasu!

Location: Somerset
Time: 2–4pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 13 January
Group Size: 24
Price: $65 (price includes
facilitation, instructor fees,
maki ingredients and light
refreshments)

14–15 January, Saturday & Sunday

SUNGEI BULOH
ADVENTURE &
PHOTOGRAPHY TRAIL
Retreat from the hubbub of city living
into one of Singapore’s last remaining
mangrove swamps. This is one for the
shutterbugs and nature lovers looking
to meet like-minded people!
Location: Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve
Time: 1–5pm
Host: Fabrique
Closing Date: 13 January
Group Size: 24
Price: $33 (M), $38 (NM) (price includes
one drink and game facilitation)

WEEKEND TO
WATER VILLA

Calling all outdoor enthusiasts!
Connect with fellow outdoorsy
types on this 2D1N trip over exciting
activities, like go-karting and farm visits.
Each person will also stay in a beautiful
water villa at the iconic AVANI Sepang
Goldcoast Resort in Selangor, Malaysia.

20 January, Friday

Location: Selangor, Malaysia
Time: 7.30am (Sat)–9pm (Sun)
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 9 January
Group Size: 30 (age range of
participants: 20 to 30+ year-olds)
Price: $190 (price includes transport,
accommodation, one breakfast and
one dinner. Go-kart fee will be at
own expense)

21 January, Saturday

STEP CLOSER TO
HAPPINESS

FUN SPEED
DATING

22
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Tired of swiping your heart out to no
avail? Come and take part in a speeddating session with a light-hearted
twist. Filled with fun icebreakers and
a charming view of the Esplanade, it’s
sure to change your outlook on the
original dating game.

Location: Marina Square
Time: 7.30–9.30pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 19 January
Group Size: 24
Price: $39 (price includes the choice
of one alcoholic/non-alcoholic drink.
Participants must first sign up for a
free membership with CompleteMe)

Get in shape by walking and talking
with new friends, all set against the
stunning Marina Bay backdrop. There
will be rotations so you will get to
meet as many people as possible.
And don’t forget to keep a look out
for resident otters!
Location: Marina Bay Sands
Time: 7–9pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 20 January
Group Size: 20
Price: $16 (participants must first
sign up for a free membership with
CompleteMe)

January
February
M: Member

March

NM: Non-member

21 January, Saturday

SAILING @
MARINE BAY

Sail out to sea with other singletons and enjoy an unrivalled
view of Singapore’s iconic landmarks like Marina Bay Sands,
Singapore Flyer and Gardens by the Bay. Guests can also enjoy
refreshments over a tête-à-tête or two.

21 January, Saturday

Location: Raffles Place MRT
Time: 3.30–5.15pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 17 January
Group Size: 24–36
Price: $69 (price includes refreshments, sailing boat
rental, skipper, facilitation and a feedback and mutual
match based on secret nomination)

21 January, Saturday

DIY MASSAGE
It might only be January but it is already full
steam ahead for many busy executives. Take
a break from heavy workloads and tight
deadlines with this DIY massage session
that teaches you to recharge yourself and
take time off to meet new people.

Location: Somerset
Time: 3–6pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 20 January
Group Size: 30
Price: $45 (price includes
facilitation, instructor fee
and drink)

MIX AND MINGLE PARTY
Start the New Year on the right note
meeting, mixing and mingling with likeminded individuals at a private social
event. Relaxed, interactive and a whole
lot of fun, be prepared for a good time
with new friends!

Location: City Hall/
Promenade MRT
Time: 7.30–10pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 17 January
Group Size: 24–36
Price: $39 (price includes one
alcoholic/non-alcoholic drink,
facilitation and secret matching)

22 January, Sunday

CHALLENGE
YOUR WITS
WITH ESCAPE
ROOM

Critical thinking and teamwork are the name of the game.
Participants must escape from a room through a series of
challenges and riddles before being able to mingle with other
escapees for an hour. Get ready to unlock the doors of love!

Location: Clarke Quay
Time: 2.45–5pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 21 January
Group Size: 18
Price: $58 (participants must first sign up for a free
membership with CompleteMe)
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February 2017
4 February, Saturday

12 February, Saturday

BRING HOME A
MINI GARDEN
Get your hands dirty for a beautiful
cause! Learn to make a terrarium and
spruce up your personal space with it.
Location: Bras Basah MRT
Time: 2–4.30pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 30 January
Group Size: 24–36
Price: $49 (price includes terrarium
materials and workshop, refreshments,
facilitation, feedback and mutual match)

AMAZING RACE
AT RIVER SAFARI

Are you game for a race like no other?
Compete for the top spot in this
fun-filled Amazing Race in the heart of
the River Safari. Just be careful not to
get caught on Monkey Island with your
teammates!

Location: River Safari
Time: 1.30–6pm
Host: Fabrique
Closing Date: 9 February
Group Size: 20
Price: $50 (M), $55 (NM) (price
includes admission ticket and
facilitation)

17 February, Friday

WHOSE LINE IS
IT NEXT?

Spice up your love life with some laughter and an afternoon
of improvisation! Take the mic and see how creative you can
get with live comedy. You just might meet someone who
tickles your fancy!

Location: Lavender MRT
Time: 4–6pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 14 February
Group Size: 24–36
Price: $49 (price includes workshop, light
refreshments, facilitation, secret admiration and
matching)

18 February, Saturday

18 February, Saturday

BLINDED LOVE

CYCLING AT EAST
COAST PARK
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How about park-toring on two wheels?
Hit the trail with fellow cyclists right
after a speed-dating rotation session.
You can also enjoy a view of the sunset
while cycling alongside your new
friends.

Location: East Coast Park
Time: 4–7.30pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 15 February
Group Size: 24
Price: $10 (price includes facilitation
only)

How would you feel if you could not
see and had to live in total darkness?
Take a multi-sensory journey in the
dark and perhaps meet the right one
— when you least expect it.
Location: NOX - Dine in the Dark
Time: 11am–2pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 15 February
Group Size: 20
Price: $60 (M), $70 (NM)

January
February
M: Member

March

NM: Non-member

24 February, Friday

SOCIAL AFTER
HOURS

Need to wine down after a long week at work? Come unwind
at one of the 50 Best Bars in the world and mingle with some
eligible bachelors and bachelorettes! There’s no better way to
end the week than a relaxed evening out with new friends.

Location: New Asia Bar
Time: 8–10pm
Host: Fabrique
Closing Date: 23 February
Group Size: 50
Price: $45 (price includes one drink and
finger food)

25 February, Saturday

25 February, Saturday

YOU GOT ME HANGING,
ON A CABLE!

MACARON
BAKING
WORKSHOP

The way to anyone’s heart is through
their stomach — a cliché, but so true!
Join in the hands-on macaron baking
workshop and bond with fellow singles
over your love for food and sweet treats.

Location: Central East
Time: 3–6pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 24 February
Group Size: 20
Price: $70 (price includes facilitation,
baking materials, instructor fee and
light refreshments)

25 February, Saturday

Picture yourself with new friends.
Now picture all of you against a
breathtaking view of Singapore’s
harbour scenery from high above
the ground in one of Sentosa’s
iconic cable cars. You just might
experience new heights of love
with someone special.
Location: Sentosa/Harbourfront
Time: 7–10pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 22 February
Group Size: 20
Price: $60 (M), $70 (NM)

25 February, Saturday

FUN WITH KARAOKE
Belt out your favourite songs and
connect with others who share the
same taste in music and tacky karaoke
tracks. It’s time to tune up for this fun
jamming session!

LIGHT
PAINTING
PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP

What do you get when you combine
your love for art and search for
romantic love? An artistic experience
like no other! Experiment with light
painting and create your very own
masterpiece in the dark. Participants
will also get the chance to admire the
evening’s artistic endeavours over
drinks at the end of the workshop.

Location: TBC
Time: 7–9.30pm
Host: Fabrique
Closing Date: 23 February
Group Size: 20
Price: $40 (M), $45 (NM);
includes one drink and
workshop materials

Location: Marina Square
Time: 6.45–9pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 24 February
Group Size: 20
Price: $52 (price includes a two hour
karaoke session, exclusive booking
of rooms and free flow of drinks, ice
cream and light snacks; participants
must first sign up for a free
membership with CompleteMe)
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March 2017
5 March, Sunday

5 March, Sunday

FUN WITH
BOARD GAMES

Location: Clarke Quay
Time: 3–6pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 4 March
Group Size: 18
Price: $39 (price includes three
hours of board games and free
flow of drinks; participants
must first sign up for a free
membership with CompleteMe)

Pass go and collect $200… in Monopoly
currency! Join in a fun afternoon of
board games with fellow singles who
enjoy the thrill of playing and winning.

ASCENDING ROCKS
Take a break from your usual weekend
activities and put your body and
mind to the test with a rock-climbing
session! Scale the rock walls alongside
new friends and overcome unfamiliar
territory with grit and determination.

Location: Mountbatten
Time: 3–5pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 4 March
Group Size: 20
Price: $65 (price includes
bottled drink, gym entry,
equipment rental and
instructor fees)

9 March, Friday

FUN WITH
CONSOLE GAMES

You can succeed at the love game so why not shine in a
video game session? Flex your muscles or pick up tips from
fellow singletons on Nintendo Wii and Xbox Kinect and you
just might find digital love!

11 March, Sunday

GET MUSICAL
WITH UKULELE
Have you always wanted to learn how to
strum your way into someone’s heart? Now
you can at this interactive ukulele workshop.
All are welcome to join in this musicmaking session with other music lovers!
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Location: St Games Cafe
Time: 7.30–9.30pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 6 March
Group Size: 20
Price: $28 (price includes gaming
and free flow of cola)

12 March, Sunday

Location: Bras Basah MRT
Time: 2–4.30pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 8 March
Group Size: 24 – 36
Price: $49 (price includes
workshop, refreshments,
facilitation, secret admiration
and matching)

BUKIT TIMAH
JUNGLE TRAIL
Get to the heart of nature and join in this
scenic trek up Singapore’s highest peak,
Bukit Timah Hill! Join other nature-loving
friends and revel in lush greenery and the
sounds of birds singing!

Location: Bukit Timah Hill
Time: 2–6pm
Host: Fabrique
Closing Date: 10 March
Group Size: 24
Price: $28 (M), $33 (NM)
(price includes one drink and
facilitation only)

January
February
M: Member

March

NM: Non-member

18 March, Saturday

CRÈME DE LA CRÈME

18 March, Saturday

What goes into creating the best memories? Why, sugar, spice
and all things nice, of course! Dive into an afternoon of baking
and impress new friends with your delectable bakes.

Location: TBC
Time: 9am–12pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 15 March
Group Size: 12
Price: $79 (M), $89 (NM)

25 March, Saturday

THE ‘MEATING’ BBQ
Meet, meat and mingle! Take the
chance to show off your barbecuing
finesse and get ready for a jolly good
time with delicious spreads and
captivating company!
Location: East (TBC)
Time: 4.30–8.30pm
Host: Fabrique
Closing Date: 16 March
Group Size: 20
Price: $30 (M), $35 (NM) (price includes
BBQ dinner and game facilitation)

AMAZING RACE
ON WHEELS

It’s not how far you go, it’s what happens
along the way! Embark on an amazing race
on two wheels from East Coast to Marina
Bay in mixed groups. Winners walk away
with prizes. There will also be a chance to
cool down and mingle at a café at the end
of the race.

25 March, Saturday

Location: East Coast Park (Burger King)
Time: 3.30–6.30pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 21 March
Group Size: 24–36
Price: $49 (price includes two-hour
bicycle rental, one drink, facilitation,
secret admiration and discreet matching)

26 March, Sunday

HAW PAR VILLA
AMAZING RACE

THE SECRET
IN OUR
FINGERPRINTS

Finding Mr or Ms Right could lie in your DNA!
Discover your personality type and potential
capabilities in this workshop with the help of
your fingerprints. Using a US patented tool,
this session hopes to help people understand
themselves so that they can better communicate
with their current or future partner.

Location: Somerset
Time: 3–6pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 24 March
Group Size: 20
Price: $62 (price includes
facilitation, instructor fee and one
basic personality report)

Wander into a different dimension
with other singles in one of
Singapore’s most intriguing theme
parks, Haw Par Villa. This event
will take you back in time, through
Chinese folklore stories and myths.
Get ready to race through time and
space and enjoy a good scare as you
pass the infamous 10 Courts of Hell!
Location: Chinatown
Time: 2pm – 5pm
Host: Fabrique
Closing Date: 15 December
Group Size: 20
Price: $28 (inclusive of games
and facilitation)
JAN–MAR 2 01 7 / DUET
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ACCREDITED AGENCIES

ONLINE DATING SERVICE

ONE-TO-ONE MATCHING SERVICE

A DANCE DATE
A Dance Date aims to bring together
people who feel the spirit of dance — from
their fingertips to their toes — and who
wish to share it.
www.adancedate.com
8157 7733
COMPLETEME
CompleteMe organises indoor and outdoor
events, specialising in one-to-one speed
dating, which increases the chances of you
finding a mutual match.
www.completeme.com.sg
8125 2321
DATING MOMENTS
Dating Moments specialises in one-toone matching services, creating unique
opportunities for singles to meet through
activities that are both exhilarating and relaxing.
www.datingmoments.com
6748 2833
eSYNCHRONY
eSynchrony offers online and offline
dating based on 16 areas of compatibility.
A dating consultant will arrange real dates
with people you’re matched with online.
www.eSynchrony.com

FABRIQUE
Fabrique, formerly known as Champagne
SG, specialises in sparking connections
through a fully integrated suite of events
and bespoke matching services.
www.fabriquelove.com
6838 0298
GAIGAI
Casual settings, quality dates, and reasonable
prices — this is GaiGai’s philosophy to make
effective offline dating affordable for singles.
www.letsgaigai.com
6222 9670
IMEETYOU
Get a date with i-MeetYou.com and create
your love story with our time-saving and
secure online dating platform. Make your
first date easy and fun with our wide range
of dating activities!
www.i-meetyou.com
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DATING EVENTS

LOVE EXPRESS
Those looking for fun lifestyle events need
look no further than Love Express.

www.loveexpress.com.sg
6823 1232
LUNCH ACTUALLY
Lunch Actually is Asia’s first and largest
lunch dating agency. Its app, LunchClick,
helps singles go from online interaction to
offline meet-up seamlessly.
www.lunchactually.com
www.lunchclick.co
6532 0010
ONE PLUS ONE
One Plus One equals you and me, so join an
expanding group of singles who are looking
for affordable and exciting events.
www.oneplusone.com.sg
9017 0885
SINGLES MINGLE
What’s the secret to finding true love?
Mingling, of course! So do just that with
Singles Mingle, which provides a list of
holistic events.
admin@singlesmingle.sg
6726 9856
SOCIETY W
Society W provides bespoke and
discreet matchmaking services, which
pair complementary personalities with
expert insight.
www.societyw.com
6222 8717
VIVAONE
VivaOne offers a variety of events for busy
professionals to network and hopefully
meet that special someone.
www.vivaone.com.sg
8223 8895

The SDNTrust accreditation framework for the dating industry was
introduced to ensure high standards of professionalism and excellence
for singles. The private dating agencies on this page have all been
awarded this trustmark.

DEALS

E!GHT KOREAN BBQ

VALIDITY: 1 JAN – 31 MAR 2017

WEBSITE: WWW.8KOREANBBQ.COM

15% OFF BILL

E!GHT Korean BBQ serves a selection
of premium barbecue meats for meat
aficionados. To celebrate the opening of its
second outlet at Shaw Centre, the restaurant
is introducing its Big Hog Plate. This dish
features a mouth-watering 360g slab of
Mangalitza pork belly that stays crisp on the
outside and juicy on the inside when grilled.

• VALID ONLY FOR THE SHAW CENTRE OUTLET
• 15% OFF THE TOTAL BILL WITH A MINIMUM SPEND OF $150 (BEFORE GST
AND SERVICE CHARGE)
• THIS VOUCHER MUST BE PRODUCED BEFORE MAKING PAYMENT
• THE VOUCHER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
PROMOTIONS OR VOUCHERS
• THE VOUCHER IS VALID UNTIL 31 MARCH 2017
• NO EXTENSION DATE WILL BE OFFERED

FREEHOUSE

VALIDITY: 1 JAN – 31 MAR 2017

WEBSITE: WWW.FREEHOUSE.COM.SG

10% OFF BILL
• 10% OFF THE TOTAL BILL WITH A MINIMUM SPEND OF $50 (BEFORE
GST AND SERVICE CHARGE)
• THIS VOUCHER MUST BE PRODUCED BEFORE MAKING PAYMENT
• THE VOUCHER IS NOT APPLICABLE ON THE EVE OF PUBLIC
HOLIDAYS
• THE VOUCHER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY
OTHER PROMOTIONS OR VOUCHERS
• THE VOUCHER IS VALID UNTIL 31 MARCH 2017
• NO EXTENSION DATE WILL BE OFFERED

Freehouse is a craft beer and cider
gastrobar located on the second floor of a
shophouse on Boon Tat Street. Here you
will find 18 taps of rotating microbrews from
around the world, coupled with a list of
bottled beers and ciders. The gastrobar also
serves up Asian-inspired pub grub that can
be paired perfectly with the brews.

EPIGRAM BOOKS

VALIDITY: 1 JAN – 31 MAR 2017

WEBSITE: WWW.SHOP.EPIGRAMBOOKS.SG

Epigram Books is an independent publisher
that champions thought-provoking titles and
local literature. Pick up interesting reads by
a series of local writers that narrate the trials
and tribulations of romance in Singapore and
see how much of yourself you see in them!

20% OFF
• 20% OFF THEIR TOTAL BILL WITH A MINIMUM SPEND OF $30
• THIS VOUCHER APPLIES TO ONLINE PURCHASE AT WWW.
SHOPEPIGRAMBOOKS.SG
• USE THE PROMO CODE FALLINLOVEWITHBOOKS
• THE VOUCHER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
PROMOTIONS OR VOUCHERS
• THE VOUCHER IS VALID UNTIL 31 MARCH 2017
• NO EXTENSION DATE WILL BE OFFERED

FABCAFE SINGAPORE

VALIDITY: 1 JAN – 31 MAR 2017

WEBSITE: WWW.FABCAFE.COM/SINGAPORE

FabCafe is a bespoke café space where
people can come together and connect over
coffee, cakes and crafts. The café is housed
in a stunning atrium and provides a variety of
tools for creative souls to bring digital data to
life, while sipping on a nice cup of coffee.

15% OFF
•
•
•
•

15% OFF ALL CAKES AND PASTRIES WITH PURCHASE OF COFFEE OR TEA
THIS VOUCHER MUST BE PRODUCED BEFORE MAKING PAYMENT
THE VOUCHER IS NOT APPLICABLE ON THE EVE OF PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
THE VOUCHER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
PROMOTIONS OR VOUCHERS
• THE VOUCHER IS VALID UNTIL 31 MARCH 2017
• NO EXTENSION DATE WILL BE ENTERTAINED

